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Reflection on Problem Writing

Writing original problems was not something I looked forward to when I heard about

the assignment for the first time. To me, solving conceptual questions was difficult enough

but writing them seemed like a daunting task. I admit that I spent a long time on the first

original problems we were assigned. For several days I couldnt even start writing a problem

because I let myself get overwhelmed by the assignment. I didn’t know where to begin.

Before coming to IMSA math for me was black and white. For every problem there was one

answer. IMSA has changed that for me because there are so many different ways to approach

one problem now, for example I could use logarithmic differentiation to find a derivative or I

could use the product rule to get there same answer. Original problems seemed like another

way of doing math differently and I wasnt excited about it. I was moving even further away

from my mind set of math being black and white. I had to be creative when I thought of

original problems and being creative was something I never associated with math before.

Throughout this semester I had to write 6 original problems. The first original problems

were hard because it was the first time I had to tackle an assignment like this. Somehow I

came up with the problems simply by looking through the book and finding an interactive

tutorial online; they gave me my inspiration for the problems I wrote. In my first reflection I

wrote, I realized it is a lot easier to write problems when you understand the material. And

in my graded draft in pencil, Problem writing is challenging! was written after my reflection.

As a look over all three original problem assignments I find myself still thinking that problem
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writing is challenging and also that all of my problems are about material that I understood.

On one hand it doesnt seem like my problems have changed much, but on the other hand I

feel like I have actually grown as a problem writer. I have more of an idea where to start

looking for inspiration. I look at problems I got wrong on Fundays and try to create problems

that reflect similar concepts. I found that I like to make graphs for my original problems

because it is a lot easier to explain the solution when I have a visual element I can refer to

and look at. These patterns are something that can be seen just by looking at my original

problems. But ultimately I think being more confident and comfortable with creating my

own conceptual questions is the biggest sign of my growth as a problem-writer.

Completing an assignment is one thing, but did writing these problems valuable to me?

Honestly, the first two were not valuable to me but the final original problems involving the

multiple choice answers was. The first two didnt seem that valuable to me because I could

do it in one sitting. I couldnt come up with the problem in one try but after I did I could

write the answer and the reflection and be done because there was only one answer. I only

had to think about the problem once to solve it. I didnt take the time to thoroughly think

about the answer because I only needed to provide one answer.

For the multiple choice original problem I had to think about different ways to solve each

problem. I had to think about all of the mistakes I have made or would have made. It

forced me to reflect on the subject I was writing about. In m case the problem were about

the chain rule and implicit differentiation. It wasnt as easy as I thought it would be to
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write wrong answers. A lot of the mistakes I ended up making were algebra mistakes and

I couldnt write that for four wrong choices. I had to think about the mistakes I had made

when I first started learning implicit differentiation or chain rule. I didnt make up all of the

answers in one day either. Also, working with a partner made me reflect on my own work.

He was able to check my work and show me what I was doing wrong and I could see how

other people went about writing original problems. It was also very helpful to have someone

I could bounce ideas off of. Overall I feel that the multiple choice original problems helped

the most because it required me to think of my own mistakes.




















